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On March 25–27, 2019, the Asia Minor Research Centre at the Department of Ancient History,
the Institute of Classical Archaeology and Christian Archaeology of the Westfälische WilhemsUniversität Münster and the Department of Classical Archaeology of the Onsekiz Mart
University of Çanakkale hosted a conference entitled »Imperial Residence and Site of Councils.
The Metropolitan Region of Nicaea / Nicomedia from the Severan to Constantine Period«.
The present volume – which is also a testament to the longstanding and continued close and
fruitful German-Turkish collaboration in the field of Classical Studies – assembles the lectures
held in the extraordinary atmosphere of the Landhaus Rothenberge near Münster. In their sum,
these lectures provided an interdisciplinary synopsis adducing new archaeological, epigraphic,
numismatic and historical-geographical research and finds and embedding them in their respective
contexts. As a most welcome addition, three further contributions by Hanns Christof Brennecke,
Clive Foss and Achim Lichtenberger were integrated into this publication, thus considerably
broadening both the thematic and the chronological perspectives of the conference. It is the
editors’ hope that the resulting volume presents a multifaceted picture of the history and culture
of this part of Bithynia, an important bridge region on the east of the Bosporus, from Hellenistic
to the Byzantine periods. Such a picture will also provide stimulation for future academic
discussions on one of the central cultural landscapes of ancient Asia Minor.
At this point it is our privilege to thank all those who have contributed to the success of the
conference as well as to the publication of the volume, first and foremost the speakers and authors
of the contributions gathered here. In addition, we would like to express our special thanks to
the Fritz Thyssen Foundation, whose financial commitment not only made it possible to arrange
and hold the colloquium in Rothenberge, but also to cover the printing costs of this publication.
Münster – Çanakkale / Oxford,
in June 2020

Achim Lichtenberger – 

Engelbert Winter – Klaus Zimmermann

,ඇඍඋඈൽඎർඍංඈඇ
Imperial residence and site of the councils – the western Bithynian city pair of Nicomedia and
Nicaea immediately evokes prominent associations in Classical Studies. Juxtapositions of
›political vs. religious‹ or ›pagan vs. Christian centre‹ are, however, too simplistic. Coexistence
and rivalry between the two neighbouring cities can be traced back to their Hellenistic origins
and have shaped the history of the region for centuries up to the present day. Since the masterly
study by Louis Robert, »La Gloire et la haine« (1977),1 on the rivalry between the two cities, they
have been regarded by researchers as prime examples of imperial period competition between
cities in the east of the Imperium Romanum. The pax Romana      
in the East of the Empire, and the agonistic drive of the wealthy Greek cities now focussed
              
characteristic of the cities in the Roman East? In the present volume, we would like to take a
closer look at the two cities, each in its own right, but also at their relationship to one another,
           
Friedrich Karl Dörner’s dictum that »the Bithynian peninsula, situated at the gates of the former
capital of Turkey«, had hitherto been »rather neglected compared to other parts of Asia Minor,
         «2 is no longer valid. In recent years both
              
of numismatic, epigraphic and regional studies, which provide conclusive evidence for the
function of Western Bithynia as a bridgehead between Europe and Asia, as a hub between East
and West, and the resulting special character of the metropolitan region east of the Bosporus
and the Sea of Marmara.3
!       "         
               #            ! 
investigation will reveal an updated overall view of their historical spaces with entailing political,
social, administrative, economic and religious structures and developments.
!             $          %
epigraphic, numismatic, historical, and geographical research on a key region in the zone of
& ' %           
neighbouring cities as well as their interaction with each other and with the surrounding region
during the transitional period from the Principate to Late Antiquity.
Breaking with the conventional system of periodization, the timespan between the third and early
fourth centuries CE is deliberately chosen as the main period of investigation in order to focus
         *' + 
on the metropolitan region east of the Bosporus and Propontis.

1

L. Robert, La titulature de Nicée et de Nicomédie: La Gloire et la haine, HSPh 81, 1977, 1–39.
F. K. Dörner, Inschriften und Denkmäler aus Bithynien. Istanbuler Forschungen. Bd. 14, 1941, 9.
3
For a more recent overview cf. E. Winter – K. Zimmermann (eds.), Neue Funde und Forschungen in Bithynien.
F. K. Dörner zum 100. Geburtstag gewidmet. AMS 69 (Bonn 2013).
2
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!            !                !
discussion is opened by Clive Foss’ detailed overview of the long history of both cities from
early Hellenism to the 20th century. Throughout this period, the two cities were engaged in an
   %            
   -    /  5      %!; "" 
Nielsen then discusses the supposed rivalry between the two cities in the course of antiquity.
Based on L. Robert’s inventory of the epigraphic, numismatic and literary evidence of ambition
 %            $
by a deliberate accentuation of contrast, and this should be understood more as a distorted
image rather than as an actual documentation of the relationship between the metropolises. The
following two sections centre around the metropolises of Nicaea and Nicomedia themselves,
            
interaction on the surrounding region from various points of view, such as road networks and
          
First, Christof Berns turns to the controversial discussion about continuity and change in public
space in 3rd century Nicaea. He argues that the image of decline that is widespread in academia is
essentially based on an overvaluation and misinterpretation of the decline of the epigraphic habit.
*      %         % %
            in situ, but can nevertheless
   %     
   '  %
following two contributions demonstrate the considerable extent to which our knowledge of
   <         ' '=     
representation oriented towards the individual by analysing a group of 160 sarcophagi with
regards to their origin –              – as well as the
observable development of local sepulchral practice in the 3rd century compared to earlier epochs
of the imperial period. The contribution by Hüseyin Sami Öztürk provides an overview of the
increase in inscriptions from the surrounding area of the city that has become apparent in recent
years. These are mainly funerary inscriptions, partly with references to the internal division of
the urban territory, but also other epigraphic texts such as honours or milestones.
In the middle of the 3rd century CE, one of the best preserved and at the same time most
          '  >        <  @        
            " 'OQ=
             <     
         $    
the city. Thus, her results document the wall’s function as a catalyst for identity formation. At
  %    +             
other cities in Asia Minor and what echo this representation strategy found. Achim Lichtenberger
shows in his contribution how important the city wall of Nicaea was for the citizens of the city
      5       U#    
on the coins of Nicaea, which were minted for only a short time and show the city wall. Such
city walls are only very rarely depicted on coins. The fact that Nicaea chose this motif underlines
       5     
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The basilica found in the lake of Vznik in 2014 outside the area of the ancient city proves to be of
       < 5 X   > Y        
answers to three principal questions: Is the church extra muros       
St. Neophytus? Was this church built on the site of the hitherto not located sanctuary of Apollo?
'   +            
of Nicaea in 325 CE?
!     !       <  \ 
                        
      +       % %      
valuable evidence on the phenomenon of polychromy in ancient art, allows insights into the
    !    ! Y ']^ "    # 
Nicomedians positioned themselves both in the region and in the empire through the construction
  %      
'                – especially
in comparison to Nicaea – is presented by R=dvan Gölcük, Y^Ayd=ngün and Kemal Çibuk.
The authors discuss the recent rescue excavations which revealed a necropolis in the west of the
                  
these excavations.
The fourth section is devoted to the interaction or rather the competition between the two cities
       _ %  ` j#     
and communication lines. She poses the question if the creation of the road network preceded the
foundation of Nicaea, or if – conversely – the city’s foundation was followed by the elaboration
  "!           
           {-|    "   -      
+          /  ` j5   
individually instead of searching for universally valid constants certainly promises to provide
insights for transport route research far beyond the western Bithynian case study.
\  %/ ` ~        < 
  "     <  %        
 "       <  `   
opted to use images of emperors, governors, institutions as ciphers for the imperial capital,
Nicaea chose to utilize the same visual language as it did on its coins: city deities and foundation
myths. The retort to the neighbouring metropolis is unmistakable – but instead of copying,
Nicaea conveyed the message ›This is us!‹ by adducing forceful arguments for its own celebrity.
!  ›epigraphic habits‹ in the 3rd and early 4th       
   5  "' %      
metropolises seems to lead to a discrepancy between institutional texts and personal testimonies.
`                  
 %                  ›his‹ city.
To put it in modern terms: politics seems to have reached the people to a hardly appreciable extent.

4
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The concluding overview by Hanns Christof Brennecke on the history of early Christianity in
Bithynia from its beginnings to the time of the late antique councils once again illustrates the
                
Mediterranean world. Nicomedia, both starting point of the last great persecution of Christians
  Q         *   %  < %        
council convened by Constantine the Great, played a central role in the church and political
power struggles of that epoch.This is hardly surprising in view of the geostrategic position
          X    #   
an impressive way why it is appropriate that the bishops should meet in Nicaea in Bithynia:
»Both because of the bishops who are from Italy and the other regions of Europe, and because of
the good mixture of the air, and so that I as eyewitness and participant am close to the events ...«.4
!           
 
issues for our understanding of the Nicaea / Nicomedia metropolitan region through questions of:
What is the relationship between an alleged or actual rivalry between the two cities and positive
forms of interactivity such as complementarity? To what extent do Nicaea and Nicomedia
complement each other to form a symbiotic whole – despite occasional messages such as »we
are the biggest and the best«, as they are formulated, for example, by the city wall of Nicaea?
What impact did both metropolises have on the ›world‹ of the Imperium Romanum – and how
did the presence of Nicomedians and Nicaeans in Rome and elsewhere radiate back to their
home cities?
May the multifaceted discussion of these and other aspects give new impetus to the future
scholarly debate on the history and culture of this important bridge region east of the Bosporus.
In any case, it is not permissible to reduce the history of the two cities to »la gloire et la haine«,
even if Louis Robert’s concise observations continue to be key to its understanding.

4
Cf. the contribution of H. C. Brennecke in this volume (p. 184 with note 92) on this fragment of the letter of
Emperor Constantine, which has only survived in a Syrian translation.
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